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You’re Invited!
5CLIR Get-Together at Look Park
Wednesday, June 1, from 2-4 pm

Annual Meeting

Join fellow members* for an afternoon of conversation
and light refreshments at the open-air Dow Pavilion at
Look Park, on Route 9 in Florence.
Parking and restrooms are close by. Admission is free,
and we will meet rain or shine. We look forward to seeing
you IN PERSON for this opportunity to socialize!

There is a plethora of books for hikers to
consult in Western Massachusetts, but not so
many are written for seniors less inclined
toward longer jaunts up steep trails and over
mountains. An Amherst couple, whose age
qualifies them for the title, has stepped
forward to fill that void.
“All Season Hikes for Seniors and Families in the
Pioneer Valley,” by Hardy and Jeanne
Ballantine, is available at the Amherst Senior
Center, Amherst Books and the Amherst
Chamber of Commerce.
It features 28 hikes for the plus-50 crowd,
suitable for anyone who wants to hit the trails
but needs wider paths and shorter distances.
(continued on page 06)

Please RSVP to Look Park Event by May 20.
*Partners are welcome.

The Curriculum Committee would like to receive
proposals for “short summer seminars” during May. A
form for submitting them is at https://5clir.org/forms/.
In general, short summer seminars meet for one to five
sessions, on schedules that vary from weekly to all
sessions in the same week or whatever other options the
moderators wish to devise. Usually they begin in mid- to
late-June and are over before Labor Day.

Welcome once again to Ye Olde Council
Corner.
Last month’s Council meeting set an all-time
record for brevity. We accomplished a whole lot
in a short time. I suspect members were eager
to get out in the sun.
Most importantly, after much discussion, our
budget for Fiscal 2023 was unanimously
approved. This is a big step in moving forward
with new ventures, activities, technical
improvements, Internet presence, and
outreach.
Jake Greenburg and Tom Jones were
appointed a co-chairs of the Curriculum
Committee beginning July 1, which is when our
fiscal year starts.
Council approved $500 for refreshments at our
June 1 picnic at Look Park, beginning at 2 pm.
It’s our first live event in a very long time. Come
visit with your friends. You don’t want to miss it.
We have a new Membership Assistance Policy
that was approved. Although seldom used, it is
a valuable tool for helping those LIR members
who are of limited means.
There have been several surveys recently sent
to our membership. The good news is that the
response rate is very high. All this information
will help us be better at being LIR. Please
continue to support us by responding to future
surveys, because I assure you there will be
future surveys.
As mentioned in the last Council Corner, LIR is in
the process of archiving our history, either via
scanning (LIR has budgeted the purchase of
our own scanner), or safe storage of paper
documents. Someday LIR will be an important
part of U.S. history, and we want everything in
order in anticipation.
Preview will be Sunday, May 1, led by Nancy
Denig and Ellen Kosmer. You will receive a

Zoom invitation shortly before. The Annual Meeting will
begin at 1:30 pm, followed by the Preview at 2:15 pm, at
which the 22 class offerings for the Fall will be described
by moderators (kudos to Kathy Campbell and the
Curriculum Committee).
Biographies of candidates for Council will be available,
provided by Kay Klausewitz, and voting will begin the
following day. You will receive, by e-mail, a Survey Monkey
form on which to vote.
The Strategic Planning Committee, led by Tyll, has found,
to its surprise, that most LIR members now prefer Zoom to
a return to live classes. More on what we do with this
knowledge, as we look into the future.
Packets of LIR information have been distributed to local
retirement communities, an outreach effort intended to
boost our membership. Kay Klausewitz, Jim Harvey, and
Jerry Goldman are working on various other outreach
efforts. Growing our membership is a top priority of LIR.
Stay Tuned.
Bob Cohen

Over the past half year, the Strategic Planning
Committee has been compiling data and soliciting
data. Toward the latter, we thank you for participating in
the surveys that have been distributed. The findings
have been illuminating (more about that in the coming
months). What became clear from our data collection is
that 5CLIR has gaps in its archives. Some terrific
information is available, but it is incomplete.
We have some requests of our membership so that we
may fill these gaps. (1) Anyone who has information
about 5CLIR’s past, (quantitative data, membership lists,
photographs, etc.), please send it to Tyll van Geel. (2)
Anyone interested in maintaining these archives, please
forward your name to Tyll. We would be especially
excited about people with expertise and interest in
archiving. (3) If we may be so bold, this experience
might be an outstanding stepping-stone for developing
moderators to share their experiences in a future course
on how to archive family treasures.
Michael Miller

Pandemic Turned Her
into an Artist
Sally Keehn had never painted nor done any
art at all, except for a drawing class she didn’t
like. The pandemic and bare walls created
when a shower was installed in her basement
in Leeds changed that.
Sally not only painted bright murals on the
basement walls and sliding doors in her
bedroom, she was selected to display two of
the murals in a virtual art show produced this
winter by Forbes Library.
The theme of the show, which was recently
featured in the Daily Hampshire Gazette, was
“How do you define the concept of home?”
Sally’s colorful murals were prompted by her
view that “home is not only a shelter from the
storms, but also a safe place in which to let my
creativity soar.”
Sally and her husband, David, moved in early
2020 from Allentown, Pa., to Leeds to be
nearer to their two daughters, who live in
Laurel Park in Northampton. The move was
made in January. “About six weeks later, the
Pandemic began in earnest,” Sally said.
After the basement shower was completed,
the new bare walls were her inspiration. The
contractor offered to paint them, but Sally
decided otherwise. “You know what?,” she told
him, “I’ll just paint them.”
It was a creative outlet that brought Sally a lot
of joy. “I could let loose. No one was sitting on
my shoulder offering criticism.”
A retired librarian of young adult literature in
Maryland and Pennsylvania, Sally was
accustomed to — and appreciated —
constructive criticism of her writing. She has
written numerous books for older children and
young adults, several of which have won
awards. Her book I am Regina was translated
into Danish, Flemish, German and Italian.

David joined LIR in their first year here. “I saw how much
he enjoyed it,” Sally said. She joined as well, taking the
Food Matters seminar moderated by Nina Scott and
Katy van Geel and the red group of Writing to
Remember.
Sally revels in the atmosphere of the Valley. “There’s
something in the air that encourages creativity, a
freedom I didn’t feel in Allentown,” she said. When her
LIR presentations are over, she’ll get back to her
painting.
Margaret Russell

Encore Finishes up in May!
The Encore series this month will feature a
wide variety of topics, including a 1939
Hollywood movie called DOA, the history of
flax, Black voices and the 13th, 14th and 15th
Amendments and the Reconstruction era and
the Constitution.
Click here to register for the free lectures.
Friday, May 6
Signs: A case study in pre-fatherhood misperception, 10 to 10:50 a.m., Neil Novik
Perception and understanding of the world
around us is not simply a matter of light
hitting our eyes, or sound hitting our ears, then
being played back verbatim by our brains.
Cognition is greatly affected by emotions and
circumstance, as was the case for this firsttime expectant father.
Black voices and the 13th, 14th and 15th
Amendments, 11 to 11:50 a.m., Bonnie
Strickland
The 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments marked
an epic change in our Constitution. With their
ratification, slavery was abolished and Black
men were given the vote. This presentation
will note those Black individuals, especially
Frederick Douglass, and groups who
advocated and supported the amendments.

Friday, May 13
From Firth to Forth to Field of Flax, 10 to 10:50 a.m., Sheila
Klem
One of the oldest cultivated crops, flax-based linen was
a major textile in Ancient Egypt, used in shrouds for
mummies. Fast forward to 1686, when an Act of
Parliament stated that all Scots were to be buried in
Scottish grown flax made into linen shrouds. The linen
industry in the British Isles flourished, and flax has
adapted to modern uses both in food and fashion.
Reconstruction and the Constitution, 11 to 11:50 a.m., Elisa
Campbell
I look at the case before the Supreme Court in 1896 that
made “separate but equal” the law of the land until the
middle of the 20th century. The presentation includes the
context both of this case and the previous Supreme
Court decisions regarding the Reconstruction
amendments to the Constitution. I emphasize Justice
John Harlan’s vigorous dissent from the decision, which is
now honored for its principles and clarity.
Friday, May 20
DOA, 10 to 10:50 a.m., Jeanne Kaiser
This presentation was part of the Death in Hollywood
seminar in which we viewed movies that addressed
death from the perspective of the person who was
already dying or even already dead. DOA is a 1939 movie
with a tantalizing premise: the hero is deliberately
infected with a poison that will kill him within a day or two
and he decides to use that time to investigate his own
murder. The discussion will cover film noir generally and
their use in this movie particularly. N.B.: The movie can be
rented at a low price through Amazon Prime.
Fabrics on the Silk Road, 11 to 11:50 a.m., Alan Armstrong
From the time of Alexander, the Silk Road has been a
vision, an internet, a skein, a web, a nervous system, a
pulsing circulation of fabrics and related ideas, images
and things flowing continually forward and back to the
North, to the South, East to West, West to East.

Dear 5CLIR Members,
Human beings arrange their social lives using
a variety of rules (etiquette, norms, ethics,
law) which tend to change over the years.
Why?
In a polity, legal rules can become
problematic under a variety of circumstances
– they no longer serve the interest of those to
whom they are applied or those who
promulgated them; factions may emerge
that manipulate the rules to their own ends;
the rules are unclear or incoherent and
confusion ensues; and/or because a
substantial part of the populace has come to
believe the rules are immoral. Fortunately,
none of these problems have affected 5CLIR
and its bylaws.
Organizations such as 5CLIR, nevertheless,
may face other reasons for its rules to
change in order not to lose membership.
Wrong rules can lead to unhappiness and
departures, especially if the “voice” (protest)
option were ineffective.
How have our bylaws served us? One
problem the bylaws have addressed is the
failure to “deliver the goods” because of a free
rider problem, i.e., everyone expects someone
else to do the work. Our bylaws anticipated
this problem by envisioning the hiring of
“office employees” paid for by members’
dues. (A cultural norm of active participation
has also helped to avoid this issue.) Another
potential problem could have been providing
programming that members didn’t like. Here
the rules specify that the central
programming (i.e., seminars and workshops)
is determined by members and offered by
members.

An executive component with insufficient authority to
operate the organization effectively is another possible
problem; a related issue would be an executive
component that runs amuck. Our bylaws, however, set up
a complex check-and-balance feature to block such a
development, and yet provide leeway for the executive
function.
Expertise in running the organization is built in both by the
hiring of “office employees” and by our system of having
our presidents and treasurers serve in a kind of
apprentice role before assuming those offices. The
method of having a nominating committee to nominate
officers also increases the chances for finding people
with the knowledge and experience needed for the
positions. It is interesting that the drafters of the bylaws
had confidence in the people who would become
officers, because there is no provision in the bylaws for
their impeachment and removal.
Things can go wrong under both a direct democracy and
a representative democracy. The 5CLIR bylaws arranged
a clever balance between direct and representative
democracy, thus seeking to achieve the advantages of
both.
Has the “voice” option worked under the bylaws? Yes. The
adoption of the auditing option several years back is an
example. And note, there is no mention of or need for a
judicial system to deal with disputes, because whoever is
truly unhappy can simply leave.
Our bylaws have served us well.
Be well,
Tyll

“We’re talking a mile or two,” Jeanne said of the
walks. “These are trails which little children
could do also.”
These trails are not difficult to find. Some are in
your neighborhood.
The most distant hike is through the
Chesterfield Gorge off Route 143 in West
Chesterfield – a spectacular jaunt over a flat
road overlooking the East Branch of the
Westfield River. But access to the river may
take you down a steep bank.
Most of the walks are around the lower Pioneer
Valley.
Here are a few:
— The Hitchcock Center for the Environment
at 845 West Street. A signboard greets visitors
and defines the various routes, some longer
than others but none too challenging.
— The Mill River Trail on the campus of Smith
College off Paradise Pond. That’s about 2.5
miles on flat terrain where you also can walk
through the Lyman Plant House to see what’s
blooming.
— The Silvio Conte National Wildlife Service
Trail at 69 Moody Bridge Road in Hadley. There
you will find a looped 1.1-mile trail over
maintained gravel paths and boardwalks.

Soon interest grew. A second edition is being planned.
Roughly 350 copies were sent to Gazette subscribers who
had read about the hikes and expressed interest in them.
Another 200 or so have been distributed, either in digital
form or as printed copies, by the senior center.
The production crew includes naturalist Shirley Griffin,
photographer Dennis Vandal and layout designer Rebecca
Neimark.
One of the Ballantines’ favorite trails is the Rattlesnake
Gutter Road trail off Montague Road in Leveritt, through a
lovely gorge.
“It’s somewhat steep,” Hardy said. “But what I like most
about it is its name.”
David Whitney

Annual Meeting
May 1st at 1:30pm
Online Meeting - Zoom link has been sent to all current
Members of 5CLIR. If you are missing the link but think
you should have it email the office, 5CLIR@smith.edu

Preview for Fall 22
May 1st at 2:15pm

The Ballantines already enjoy some notoriety
around the Pioneer Valley. Five of their hikes
were featured in the Daily Hampshire Gazette.

Online Meeting, Open to the Public and Free to attend.

“Hardy is really good at looking at maps and
finding places to walk,” Jeanne said. “We picked
out ones that were easy and straight forward.
And so we started writing them up – a
pandemic project.”

Registration is required for the Preview,
Preview, Click Here
Fall 2022 Seminar Information:
Seminar Listings
Online Catalog
Preview Registration

